VIDYOCONNECTTM FOR SLACK
VIDYOCONNECT INTEGRATIONS
What do I need? A computer, camera, microphone, speakers, and an internet connection. Finally, of course a Slack account.

CONNECTION OPTIONS
There are three ways to initiate a Vidyo® Enabled Conference
from Slack. All through a simple Slash Command: /vidyo
1 In a Public Channel type /vidyo. This will open a room in Vidyo with the
same name of the Slack group and channel. Ex: vidyodemo#editorial.
2 In a Private Channel type /vidyo. This will open a room in Vidyo
with the same name of the Slack group and channel. A PIN will
be generated to ensure only Slack channel members join the room.

also

Pro Tip: Rooms opened from either public or private channels are also available to join from your Vidyo home screen. Search for the channel
name: vidyodemo#editorial.

3 In a Direct Message type/vidyo. This opens a temporary room in Vidyo.
Each time you type /vidyo in a DM a new temporary room is opened.
Pro Tip: Invite additional participants to Vidyo enabled conferences from Slack Channels or Direct Messages by typing /vidyo @username.
The invitation will appear under the user’s Slackbot.
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**Content share is not currently supported when using MS Edge.
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